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Faculty Senate
May 8, 1989
1411

ANNOUHCEMEHTS

1.

Comments from Vice President and Provost Martin.

2.

Announcements of the members of the Ad Hoc Committee to
study establishing a "Center for the Enhancement of Teaching".

3.

Announcement of the appointment of Professor John Bruha to
the Wellness Program Coordination Council. See Appendix A
for program authorization.

4.

NOTICE:

Any communication to the Faculty Senate during the
interim and summer session must be directed to Vice
Chair Doody.

CALENDAR

5.

481

Master of Public Policy Degree Proposal. Docketed for
special consideration at the June 19 Senate meeting.
Docket 418. See Appendix B.

6.

482

Letter from Jan Robbins concerning removal of certain
photographs from an exhibit in the Maucker Union.
Placed
at head of the docket, out of regular order. Docket 419.
See Appendix c.

HEW/OLD BUSINESS
7.

Approved motion to consider nominees for the University Strategic
Planning Committee in executive session at the close of this
meeting.

DOCKET
8.

482 419

Letter from Jan Robbins concerning removal of certain
photographs from an exhibit in the Maucker Union. See
Appendix c. Approved motion of basic principle and
motion to establish a committee to draft a written
University policy relative to this subject.

OTHER ITEMS
9.

417

Report of the Special Committee for Graduate Studies. See
Senate Minutes 1410. See Appendix o. Approved motions to
postpone consideration until the first Senate meeting
in September and to appoint a three-member committee to
review the document and Senator Crownfield's response
with the idea that the committee will formulate specific
proposals for senatorial consideration. Committee members

appointed are Professors:
Paul Rider.

Charles Quirk, Susann Doody, and

10.

The Chair expressed her appreciation to Vice President Martin for
his support of the Senate and its chair this year.

11.

The Senate moved into executive session to discuss possible
appointees to the University Strategic Planning Committee.
After rising from executive session the Senate appointed
Professors Peter Goulet, Joan Duea, and David Crownfield
to serve on this committee.

The Senate was called to order at 3:30 p.m. by Chairperson Krogmann in
the Board Room of Gilchrist Hall.

Present:

David Crownfield, David Duncan, Peter Goulet, Reginald
Green, Gerald Intemann, Marian Krogmann, Roger Kueter, John
Longnecker, Gerald Peterson, Charles Quirk, Ron Roberts
Thomas Romanin, Nick Teig, Evelyn Wood, Marc Yoder, William
Waack, ex-officio.

Alternates:

B. Wylie Anderson/Ken McCormick

Absent:

Susann Doody, Bill Henderson

Members of the press were requested to identify themselves.
Phillips of the Waterloo Courier was in attendance.

Ms. Anne

ANNOUNCEMENTS
1.

Vice President and Provost Martin rose to address the Senate.

Dr. Martin indicated that we are very pleased by the latest
appropriations from the Iowa Legislature and he credited President Currie
and Director Geadelmann for their efforts. He indicated that last
Friday, funding was approved at the level of $7 million for the fourth
floor of the library, $2.7 million for renovation of Wright Hall, and
$600,000 for undergraduate education.
In addition, $1 million for
equipment for the School of Business was funded plus the library
automation project. He also indicated that the University did quite well
in securing projects funded through lottery funding.
Dr. Martin stated he would like to express his delight publicly and
emphatically about the appointment of Dr. Nancy Marlin as the new
Academic Vice President and Provost.
He reported the College of Education is currently considering a
recommendation for a center for minority education. He stated that this
should be a structure for securing federal and State funding for this
programmatic area.

2

Senator Longnecker inquired if the previous identified funded items were
subject to the governor's veto. Vice President Martin stated that he
understood that the governor and legislative leaders had arrived at an
agreement on these projects. He pointed out that the funding source
might either come from the State Treasury or from bonding sources.
2.

The Chair announced that the following individuals had been appointed
to the Ad Hoc Committee to study the establishment of the "Center for
the Enhancement of Teaching". Those appointed are Professors:
Philip East, Diane Gregory, Wayne King, Marian Krogmann, Patricia
Larsen, Bruce G. Rogers, and Mahmood Yousefi.

3.

The Chair announced the appointment of John Bruha to the Wellness
Program Coordination Council. See Appendix A for program
authorization.

4.

Notice:

The Chair announced that she will be absent from campus
from the end of the Spring semester until mid-August. She
pointed out that any communication relative to Faculty
Senate business should be referred to Vice-Chairperson
Doody.

CALENDAR

s.

481

Master of Public Policy Degree Proposal.

See Appendix B.

Crownfield moved, Quirk seconded to docket because of special
circumstances for June 19 Senate meeting. Motion passed. Docket 418.

6.

482

Letter from Jan Robbins concerning removal of certain
photographs from an exhibit in the Maucker Union.
See Appendix c.

Wood moved, Quirk seconded to place the Robbins letter at the head of the
docket for consideration at today's meeting.
Questions were raised as to whether the Senate could appropriately act
without a formal policy for consideration.
It was brought forward that
two specific proposals were awaiting consideration.
Question on the motion was called.

Motion passed.

NEW/OLD BUSINESS
7.

Selection of three individuals for the University Strategic Planning
Committee.

At this point the names of several individuals were placed under
nomination.

3
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Discussion centered on the fact that individuals should be appointed from
different colleges and represent different academic constituencies, rank,
and gender.
Quirk moved, Kueter seconded to consider nominations for this committee
in an executive session to be held at the conclusion of today•s meeting.
Question on the motion was called.

Motion passed.

DOCKET
8.

482 419

Letter from Jan Robbins concerning removal of certain
photographs from an exhibit in the Maucker Union.

Wood moved, and it was seconded that the University Faculty Senate
resolves that University administration, faculty and students should
stoutly defend and protect academic freedom and Firat Amendment rights.
We should also be critical of materials which depict women and minorities
in a derogatory or salacious manner.
Professor Jan Robbins rose to address the Senate. Professor Robbins
stated that it was appropriate for the Senate to consider this situation
based on the violation of the First Amendment. He stated it was
important to remember that the question is not an issue of academic
freedom because that is an ancillary right. The key question involved is
a matter of selective censorship which is at the heart of the issue of
the First Amendment. Secondly, this is not an issue of the reasons or
motives of censorship, but an issue of an actual violation. Professor
Robbins pointed out that his previous correspondence had requested an
investigation and a review of the accuracy of facts and a censorship
promulgation. He stated that he now wished to withdraw all three
requests and to offer the following as a substitution.
" I ask that you, the University Faculty Senate, before the end of June,
1989, appoint a committee of three faculty members, at least one of whom
is a member of the Senate, to:
1.

identify, seek out, and bring together representatives of
other appropriate offices and organizations of the University;

2.

with them prepare for submission for adoption by the University
a set of rules and procedures that are valid under the first
amendment and that can henceforth guide the use of space and
facilities in the union and elsewhere at UNI for purposes of
public association, communication, and expression;

3.

publicly report their progress on this task to the Senate
each month after September 1, 1989, until a set of appropriate
rules and procedures has been adopted for the University".

Professor Robbins pointed out that this can be done and is appropriate
for the Senate to be involved. He urged the involvement of University
4

counsel and pointed out that because UNI has a long tradition of
protecting constitutional rights it is imperative that no retreat be
tolerated.
Goulet moved, Quirk seconded to substitute the Wood motion with the
Robbins proposal.
A general discussion was held that resulted in the Senate deciding that
the Wood motion could serve as a preamble and that the Robbins motion
could serve as a specific actions document.
Longnecker moved, Intemann seconded to previous question.
This motion was defeated on a division of 5 yes, 6 no.
Vice President Martin urged the Faculty Senate to express its affirmation
of academic and artistic freedom. He also pointed out that the boundary
of constitutionality of expression is in a state of flux and that it is
unlikely that any particular case would be dispositive. He called the
incident of the art work regrettable and regreted.
Professor Robbins stated that he felt it was best to establish a policy
carefully and that the policy would apply to all exhibit areas on campus.
Question on the motion to substitute was called.
was defeated.
Question on the Wood motion was called.

Motion to substitute

Motion passed.

Crownfield moved, Yoder seconded the Robbins proposal.
Goulet made a friendly amendment whereby the Chair of the Faculty Senate
would appoint the members of the committee. This friendly amendment was
agreed to by the maker and seconder of the motion.
Question on the motion was called.
9.

417

Motion passed.

Report of the Special Committee for Graduate Studies.
Senate Minutes 1410. See Appendix D.

See

Crownfield moved, Teig seconded consideration of Crownfield's resolution
of May 1.
Senator Crownfield stated that his resolution was an attempt to provide a
vehicle for efficient and organized discussion of this topic.
Senator Quirk pointed out that it is unusual for the Faculty Senate to
act on such an issue before such a general issue has been discussed and
recommendations made by other affected bodies. He inquired if by
considering this topic today we are pre-empting actions appropriate to
other constituencies.

5

Professor Rider stated that it appears that the process is pushing along
expeditiously and suffers from a foundation of dubious information. He
stated it is important for the Senate to make it clear that any action
that they took today was not an presumption of a consideration and
possible action by other bodies. There was strong sentiment relative to
the speed to which this proposal was moving. The Senate faced whether it
was appropriate to take action today or to delay consideration to a later
date.
It was felt that any delay may result in the Senate not being
involved in a timely fashion with the issues and possible subsequent
actions decided relative to this topic.
It was pointed out that the President expects a mission statement on
graduate education to be in place by January 1, 1990. The Senate was
adamant in the fact that this document had not been adequately circulated
to all interested parties.
It was repeatedly pointed out that this
information should be submitted to all members of the Graduate Faculty.
Concerns were raised that the Senate was being "hustled" relative to this
topic. The Senate was most concerned that there appeared to be an
adequate time table which would allow for input and discussion of this
issue which is critical to the academic mission of the institution.
Senators agreed that it was vital to secure the input of other interested
bodies before the Senate took any preemptive action in this manner.
Quirk moved, Duncan seconded to postpone consideration of this topic
until the first Senate meeting in September.
The Senate ordered that the report of the Special Committee and Senator
Crownfield's memo be published in these minutes.
A question was raised whether anything could be done during the summer,
to facilitate Senate consideration of this topic during a Fall semester.
Question on the motion to postpone was called.
passed.

Motion to postpone

Crownfield moved, Goulet seconded that the Senate directs the Chair to
appoint a committee of three senators to prepare amendments and additions
to the crownfield document prior to the document return in the fall.
It was agreed that appointees and the committee charged would be
presented at the June 19 Senate meeting.
A lengthy discussion followed in which the points of entire faculty
involvement and the establishment of a framework for discussion was
reiterated.
Question on the motion was called.

Motion passed.

6

After a general discussion it was agreed that the following individuals
would serve on this committee: Professors Charles Quirk, susann Doody,
and Paul Rider.
OTHER ITEMS
10.

The Chair expressed her appreciation to Vice President Martin for
his support of the Senate and its chair during this past year.

11.

The Senate moved into executive session to discuss possible
appointments to the University Strategic Planning Committee. After
rising from executive session the Senate appointed the following
individuals to serve on this committee: Professors Peter Goulet,
Joan Duea, and David Crownfield.

Teig moved, Longnecker seconded to adjourn.

Motion passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4:59 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Philip L. Patton
Secretary
These minutes shall stand approved as published unless protest or
corrections are filed with the Secretary Senate within two weeks of this
date, Tuesday, May 16, 1989.
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APPENDIX A
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Wellness Program
Page 2
UNI WELLNESS COORDINATING COUNCIL
Administrative Services divisions of the University, such coordination
should be helpful In planning and determining priorities and facllltatlng
In March, 1989, the University Cabinet approved the establishment of a
communication and coordination.

For example, In planning for

Wellness Coordinating Council "in the Interest of promoting and
construction of multi-purpose faclllties for the council's judgment would
expediting the development of an articulated wellness program on this
be Important and beneficial.
campus. •

The Cabinet agreed that "a university-wide coordinating

council Is necessary to encourage the university-wide wellness program
Approved by Cabinet
Marclt, /989

by facllltatlng and expediting planning and fostering cooperation. •

The council will be chaired by the Executive Assistant to the President,
and Include two representatives from the School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, two representatives from the Student Services
Division, two representatives from Administration and Finance, Including
one from Intercollegiate Athletics.

There should also be a representative

chosen by the Student Senate and the University Faculty Senate.

The

council should concern Itself with broad plannlng Issues, such as
faclllties planning and program participation opportunities for the
university COimlunity.

It will not have any administrative responsiblllty

for acad-tc programs or recreational activities .

The council should ensure that there ls appropriate division

or

labor,

coordination and cooperation among the various university components,
with an Interest In and responslblllty for the various ebm.anta
whole wellness program.

or

Since a comprehensive wellness program

requires the participation of the Academic, Student Services, and

the

APPENDIX B
KASTER OF POBLIC POLICY DEGREE PROPOSAL
Catalog
page
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
--Proposed new course prefix of "9_ Public Policy."
9_:2_

New course . American Public Policy I -- 3 hrs .
An intensive survey of the American public policy process from a
social/political perspective, including political institutions and
their linkages to the society in which they operate and the impact of
ongoing social processes on public policy .

9_: 2_

~ew

course .

American Public Policy II -- 3 hrs .

An intensive survey of the application of economic and regional
analysis to questions of public policy, including problems of public
goods, public utility, and welfare economics as they relate to
governmental policies, as well as the impact of public policies from a
regional perspective.
9_:2_

9_:2_

9_:2_

course . Quantitative Techniques for Policy Research -- 3 hrs.
The application of basic and advanced statistical techniques to
problems of policy analysis. Prerequisite: 98:080; or equivalent.
New

New course. Advanced Quantitative Techniques for Policy Research
-- 3 hrs.
The application of advanced statistical and decisional techniques to
problems of policy analysis. Prerequisite: 9_:2_ [Quant. Tech. for
Pol . Res.).

KASTER OF POBLIC POLICY DEGREE PROPOSAL
Catalog
page
MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY DEGREE (proposed new master's degree)
The Master of Public Policy (MPP) is a multidisciplinary degree providing
advanced, specialized training for students wishing to assume roles as policy
analysts, primarily in public-sector organizations . The foundations and
analytical methods courses will enable students to acquire a thorough
understanding of the processes of public policy making and the rigorous
methodological training necessary to do sophisticated analyses of public policy
problems. In addition, students will acquire a thorough knowledge of a
substantive policy area through the choice of one of four substantive area
emphases .

Admission to the program is competitive. Detailed information on admission
requirements and procedures may be obtained from the Office of the Dean, College
of Social and Behavioral Sciences.
A total of 42 credit hours is required for this degree.
a non-thesis option.

All students will be required to have completed a basic statistics course
(98:080 or equivalent) prior to entering the progrrua, or to take one during
their first se.ester, not for graduate credit.
I.

Core Courses
A.

94:275

Internship in Public Policy -- 4 hrs.
Field experience for students enrolled in the Master of Public Policy
degree progra.. Students .ay be given credit for extensive career
experience at the discretion of the progra. director. Prerequisites:
9_: 2_ (Aa. Pub. Pol. I); 9_:2_ (Quant . Tech. for Pol. Analysis);
94:173; 94:275.

Cbange title and description. Title fro. "Political Science
lletbodology" to "Ruearch Methods for Politics and Policy."
Description: The logic of social scientific inquiry, research design,
~ure.ent, and data collection techniques, as applicable to the study
of politics and public policy. Prerequisite: 98:080 or equivalent.

PHILOSOPHY AND nLIGION (CHFA)
65:2_

New course.

Ethics in Public Policy -- 2 hrs.
~ course will direct students' attention to aajor ethical issues
f~iag practitioners of public policy analysis through:
1) a study of
etkical principles and procedures of analysis; 2) application of these
. .~ to crucial questions of professional conduct and
responsibility; and 3) their application to selected policy probl~ of
tt.ely interest. Prerequisite: enroll. .nt in the Master of Public
Policy degree progra. or peraission of instructor.

Foundations (14 hours)
Philosophy:
65:2_ Ethics in Public Policy Analysis -- 2 hrs.

New course.

Political Science:
94:153g Politics of Bureaucracy-- 3 hrs.
94:173g Public Policy Analysis -- 3 hrs.
Public Policy:
9_:2_ Aaerican Public Policy I -- 3 hrs.
9_:2_ Aaerican Public Policy II -- 3 hrs.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
207

It is available only on

B.

Research Methods (9 hours)
Political Science:
94:275 Research Methods for Politics and Policy -- 3 hrs.
Public Policy:
9_:2_ Quantitative Techniques for Policy Research -- 3 brs.
9_:2_ Advanced Quantitative Techniques for Policy Research

(continued)

2

3 hrs.

APPENDIX C
University
KASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY DEGREE PROPOSAL

:atalog
page
II.

Having selected an area of emphasis, the student in consultation with
her/his Candidacy Committee, will select appropriate courses for that area
of concentration from among the lOOg- and 200-level courses available in the
University. Occasionally, the courses selected will have prerequisites
which may be fulfilled or waived (at the discretion of the instructor) but
will not be part of the student's program of study.
Further information about selection of courses, etc., is available through
the adviser of the HPP program.
III .

Department bf English Language
and Literature

Substantive Policy Emphasis (15 hours)
Upon entering the program an KPP student, in consultation with her/his
adviser, will select a substantive policy area of eaphasis consisting of 15
hours of course work . Examples of emphasis areas might include: Urban and
Regional Policy and Planning, Human Services Policy and Planning,
Environmental Policy and Planning, Criminal Justice Policy, etc.

9_:2__

of

Northern

Iowa

Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614
Phone:
(319) 273-2822
1 May 1989

Prof. Marian E. Krogmann, Chair, University Faculty Senate
Deptartment of Political Science
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614
Dear Prof. Krogmann:
I write you in your capacity as Senate Chair.
My purpose is to request that the University Faculty Senate
undertake certain actions concerning the apparent censorship of
a student's artwork by Ms. Cecelia R. Romano, Director of the
Maucker Union.

Internship (4 hours)

Prerequisites: 9_:2__ [American Public Policy I); 9_:2__ [Quantitative
Techniques for Policy Research); 94:173g; 94:275.
Hay be taken during the summer between the first and second years of
enrollment or the summer after the second year. Students may be given
credit for extensive career experience at the discretion of the program
director.
In addition to the above requiresents, students will be required to pass written
and oral comprehensive examinations and to submit a research paper in order to
receive the KPP degree.

It appears from stories in recent issues of the Northern Iowan
student newspaper and the Des Moines Register that Ms. Romano,
seemingly on her own initiative and (one hopes!) without the
knowledge or approval of her supervisor, removed four photographs
from the works of UNI student artist Kent Shankle that had
previously been approved for public display in the Union. This
she did because she found the photographs "unacceptable."
The Maucker Union has long been opened by University officials as
a "limited public forum" for the display of works of art by
students and others. As such it falls under the well-established
protections of the first amendment public forum doctrine. Ms.
Romano is an official of the State of Iowa. Her power to remove
works from such a forum is therefore very limited.
It almost
certainly does not extend to such arbitrary and capr1c1ous
content censorship as the stories suggest occurred. If the
stories are true her action appears almost certainly to be
unconstitutional.
therefore ask the Senate, with the help of the University
Attorney, to determine whether Ms. Romano's action was, in fact,
unconstitutional.
I ask that If
Senate see to
censured.

her action is found to be unconstitutional, the
it that Ms. Romano is formally and properly

Finally, I ask that in any case the Senate, with the help of the
University Attorney, see to it that Ms. Romano is thoroughly
informed of her constitutional responsibilities as a state
3

,,

employee.
The quotations in the news story overwhelmingly
demonstrate that at the moment she does not understand them .
As a career-long student of the first amendment (and one,
conincidentally, who has recently written three monographs on the
public forum doctrine in public education), I can scarcely
believe a UMI official would act as the stories report.
If the
stories are true, I cannot believe that the
Faculty and
Administration of this University would countenance such an
egregious violation of a student's constitutional rights.
It is sad irony that this incident occurred in a building named
for former President William Maucker, who once received the
Meiklejohn Award for protecting faculty and student freedom of
speech!
Thank you for your consideration of my requests.
Sincerely,

t/l!~

UNI student's
photo exhibit
taken down

I

By JACK HOVELSON
etn.•Hh,...•W•IfttM.....,

CEDAR FALLS, lA. - Four
photographs have been removed
from tbe Maucker Student Union at
tbe University of Nortbern Iowa because tbe building director said tbey
depicted violence against women.
Artists on campus cbarged Cecelia
R. Romano witb censorship.
"I felt tbat tbe pbotographs iD question portrayed violence agaiDst wom-1
en in a sensual. 'acceptable' way. I
felt tbey were unacceptable."' Romano said Friday.
The pbotograpbs were part of a
16-pboto display by UNI senior art 1
student Kent Shankle of Waterloo. ,
The display was bung one eveniD& in
early April on a wall in Maucker
Union but was removed the next
morning, he said.
After Romano removed the four
photos, tbe othen were taken down
beca.,.. Sbaokle didn't want a partial
display of bil work.
. ._
"I'm concerned about censorship
and tbat this is sendlnc a messace to
students tbat they sbouldn't t r y thin& controvenial," Sbankle &aid.
Eacb of the fonr U- by 20-incb
pbotoo depicted a woman with an object: _ . . In two of the pllaCas, a
thorny twl& Ia oae and a straad of

I

I

cc. Constantine W. Curris, Pres.
William Lew, Head, Dept. of Art
James G. Martin, Provost
Cecelia R. Romano
Kent Shankle

barbed
in the
other. objected to '
"The wire
photo
I mast
showed a woman leaai"' back ia a ...,.
lauci,......Wway,witbaaopeasc:is_ . at ber tbraat, Romano said
00

Sbankle said the purpose of his dis-~
play was to convey tbe messace tbat

violence acainst women is MODI"! was •err concernecl at first tbt
people wouldn't be able to see !bat.oo
be said.
:
.

Romano accepted an invitation to '
defend her action before students ln
a a art class taught by William Lew,
head of tbe UN! art departmeal
" From her point of vielr. tbe focus
of tbe issue was 011 violeace against
women. For some students iD the
class, censorship was the issue, and
aUowiDg students to decide what they
wanted to see," Lew said.
"It was an issue that was very 1m.
portant for my <lass to deal with:
Should one person's interpretatioq
serve for all?" he said.
"They didn't change my mind," Romano said, "but I undentaad better
what their concerns are. rm more
aware of the positive things that
<ould have occurred If the
pbotograpbs bad remained on dis·
play."
· She said, bowever, tbat the pictures
depleted violence agaiast women so
subtly tbat most people woulda't find
them objectionable.
"It scares me tbat we're so desensitized to tbat," she said.
Romano said sbe won't put tbe
pbotos back up.
"I bave to say tbat I don't know
wbat I'd do If someoae came to me
now with these pictures to dispLay iD
tbe unioa. Ia the future, there proba1 bly will be more people iDvolved ill
the decisions 011 wbat - pot 011 dispUy," she said Sbe said the decisioa
to remove tbe pictures was ben
aloae.
Romano, wbo is In her fii'St ~ar as
Maacker UDion director, said the
1Ulloa diffen from an art pUery ill
!bat it is a public buildiDg frequented
by people of varyi111 aces wbo aren't
there aecessarily to view art esblbits.
SbaDkle conceded tbat be's not
overly apoet over the actJoe..
"I doll't feel negative aboat tbls,"
be said. "It's been < positive thiac
that's raised some r-- ;;' ~lle!ltioas, I
believe."

APPENDIX D

Artwork remOVed
from Union.

walls

BJ JilL FUNCU:\
Nl S&Aff WritH
\
Cootroo<nY bas crupl<d in Mauckr:r Union ooer tbe C..,..,nhip of
a pb<Jtocraphy aibit. 011 01hibitioD which lasted only two houn.
1bc photos, hq aions !be -wall of the Union on Apri16, _ ,
. - 1 at !be~ of Rrnee Romano. direc:l« of.Mauckr:r Union.
laD Hannisll, Uaiool program direCtor, ...amincs PortfolioSto cleciciC
ftidl artisls to cdlibit. but RomallO holds the ultimate authority OYer
wiUcb worts are ~ ~ ~:;..~1£· 7:--t:f.~;7fJ:~~~t-~~~~;p~;:~,w
"lbc artist wu accepted, bia wort pufup, and ~ -lbele
a
couple or pieces that we object<id. to:'' said Romanc>. '.'lt'sjmclear
to wbctber those pi<ca were in the wort we..., when we _ , choos-

University Faculty~e~a~Jt.D
David Crownfield ~LJ ~
I Hay 1989

Subject:

Report of the Special Committee for Graduate Studies

In keeping with the thesis that the Senate works best with a specific motion
around which to structure debate, I offer the following aotion for next
Monday's meeting.
I do not intend to be taking a hard position on each of its
parts, but I want the discussion structured around the specifics of the report
if the Senate believes that would be useful . Copies of this memo are being
distributed to the ful I Senate mailing list.

wae
as

'·- ..-_.- 1,,:,__ ~~----~-~-..(;~,i _:.;f~~ f_:~~/;_7:-_¥~~

ina!'

To:
From:

The questionable photographs. ·according to Romano. "depict
viol<nce apinsl........, in a ""'Y sensual. a=ptable WQ!' SbC addOd
that UNl should be a DOO-f10Cist. non...xist environment where women

cu fed safe.

r:

·-_)'-"<> -~~~·~ ~ ')~-:~ . -c~..

The University Faculty Senate endorses the general substance of the report
of the Special Committee for Graduate Studies, specifically as that
substance is summarized in section IA, The Nature and Scope of Graduate
Study at UNI, and the first three paragraphs of section IB, Additional
Comments.

..-_.'.1~:;~~~\t

"Our socictJ as a whole has to stop ac:cepliDa 'riolc:nce against
women:' sbe llala1
. ·~ _
-:! ;._ _- ---~'<~'-., ; :::-;·•
Romano admiued that oome people - l d conside< her actioils to
be .,.._.rup and oque that all ideas should be presented for students
to wei&b for 1-..Ms·
· '
"I don't fed peat about this whole situation!' ~ said. "but
.. have to m.aU people aware of wbas Ibis university stands Co~'
Ahhough she bo1d5 011 administrati.e position, Romano rec:ei'led

> .

her undergradum degm: in art. She feels that this art training, which
sbe considen an &YQCation, helps her in the decisions ·she must m~
wbeu scr<t"nin& artwork.
10- Kent Shankle. senior art major aud the artist in question, the
cout!O\-eTSY swroundin& his photographs was uucxpeCied.
"I bad no idea that my work would be so objectionable;' Shankle
stated. "I don't think (a:nsorsbip of tbe Ollbibit) was tbe right
sion, but it was tbeir decision and they bad e.ery right to maU it:'

deci~

are-

Shankle explained the content of his photographs.

.

·.. •

"TheY
coadonin& violence;' be said. "They are inspired
the imagery ~ iD fairy tales, adva1isanents. rdevision and JDOYXs.
l'l:ople are used 10 seeing this portrayal of women. ·'The sca>eS too ,

ARTWOH
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The Senate offers the following considerations concerning the specifics of
the report.

Artwork

.

familtar. but have something distur-

bing and uncomfortable_ about
them that touches you mstde and
makes you question how you feel

about iL They're subtle-[ don't
like preachy artwork:'
Romano agreed with Shan~le.
"Th the artist's defense, be certainly
doesn't advocate ~olence against
women but is trymg to amke a
statement against violence:• She ·
added, ~. that the subtlety of
the message might be misco~
as a romanticization of Vlolence
against women.
·
"If thm:'s ~ ~ ,DK?ment. of
doubt in my mmd. rt s 1f I think
that showins (the exhibit) could
haw: really brought the issue of
violence against women to the
forefront:' she said.
Shankle said he d~ not expect
the Union to drop all limits on subject matter foe !be <llhibits, ~t
stated that "they should use a lit·
tie more care in the way they bau·
die it.
When Shankle received a phone
caU April 7 informing him of the
mnoval of some of his wocks, he
was given !be choice of di~Iayin&
his remaining works or WJthdraw·
ing the entire exhibit. He chose the
latter.

1.

It is appropriate to support students pursuing a knowledge-forknowledge's-sake objective, but it is not appropriate for the University
to support at this time graduate programs designed and maintained on a
knowledge-for-kno~Iedge's - sake basis.
(This does not preclude Hasters'
programs preparatory for a doctorate at another institution, which may
normally be regarded as vocational in orientation, as in paragraph A2 at
the bottom of page 2.l

~-

The existence of a demand. outside the institution, for graduates of a
program should be a requisite for its establishment or retention.

3.

The scholarly productivity of the faculty is essential to the maintenance
of an acceptable graduate program. But its weight appropriately varies
with the circumstances and the program. For exa•ple, a new graduate
progra• may bring in new faculty who will be at the core of its scholarly
base, and reassignment of faculty from undergraduate to graduate teaching,
especially if there is an appropriate load adjustment, may lead to
increased productivity; the fact that the productivity already in being is
less than is ultimately appropriate should not prevent consideration of
such a program.

4.

Use of a fixed-value. quantitative •atrix for comparing programs is
unwise.
~hen it is new,
the learning involved in applying it will be
valuable; but such devices tend to become, with ti•e, aechanical formulae
in spite of the intentions of their creators. Such a for•ulaic approach
is undesirable; sound, thoughtful judgment is preferable.

5.

The extent and diversity of the list of sample new progra•s ~ight tend to
weaken the commitment to leanness and focus. Uhile these are thoughtprovoking and, in general, attractive programs, it aust be clear that not
aore than a very few of them can be impleaented without aovi~g to
expansion, rather than slimming9 of the overall scope of graduate

cont. from page I \
"The rest of the show could be
shown on its own9 but it owuld have
to be rehung to fill the gaps:• he
said.
Shankle believes that Hannish

approved the photos~ but "didn't
iemember seeing them" when
Romano voiced her objections.
\
Romano stressed that nudity was •
not an issue in her objcctmn to the
ahibit.
·
~- -.. - ·--· ... ·l
"Nudity is a part of art. I was an
art student. and J spent hours drawing nudes;• sbe said. "The nude is
classical:'
Ahhough Shankle's wa<k may be
gone from the walls of Mauckr:r
Union it's not forgotten. Slides of
the qu~nable photographs have
been presented to art classes which,
accord.ing; to Shankle. '"couldn't
pick out the offensive images~ 9
R<:productions of Shankle's wock
will be featutcd in an upcomlng
issue of a UNI alumni magazine.
and he wiU c:dlibil io the Hearst
Center on Seerley Blw. foe its
srand opening, May 14.
Shankle's maio concern,
bow<Yer. is for the futu~e
"Renee and Jan wiU run the student gallery in the Union. and I'm
concerned:' he stated ... 1 want to
make sure it's handled in a respoo·
sible waY.'

~

(

,,

pr u grams.
6.

7.

The problea of graduate teaching loads, not addressed in the report, is
critical to both the quality and the cost of graduate prograas. A
progra•-by-progra• review, and evaluation of new progra•s, should operate
on the principle that prograas strong enough and in enough deaand to be
approved should be supported at a level that peraits appropriate
adjustaent of teaching load for graduate Instruction. Correspondingly,
prograas that will not be so supported should not noraally be approved or
retained.
The Senate endorses the content of the suaaary of the report, with the
exception of the quantitative •odel.

[I propose that the Senate consider the action paragraph by paragraph,
debating, aaending and approving or disapproving as we see fit each paragraph
in turn, and then voting on the whole.]

To:

President Curris

From:

President's Special Committee for Graduate Studies {Fahmy, Litwiller,
Somervill, Strathe, Waller, Ward)

Re:

Report of the Committee {Final Draft)

As requested in your November 1. 1988. letter to the committee. we have met to
consider the current state and future of graduate education at the University of
Northern Iowa. Our work was partitioned into three categories:
1.

Consideration of a general philosophy for graduate study at UNI, including
the nature and scope of such programs.

2.

A decision-making process by which existing and proposed graduate programs
can be judged in terms of desirability.

3.

Suggestions for new and. possibly. innovative programs that the university
might pursue.

The organization of this report follows the three categories just listed.
It has been our understanding from the start that our work is intended to
provide a framework for further, more detailed discussion by a group or groups
representing the entire campus. Hence. - we took our charge to be one of developing.
rather rapidly, a set of ideas that we believe productively will focus the
discussions yet to come. In other words. we do not view this docuaent as the final
word on graduate study at UNI, but rather a starting place, a foundation, for what
should result in a major reconsideration of graduate study at the university.
I.

A GENERAL STATDfi:NT OF PHILOSOPHY

Difficulty exists in separating this section of the report fro. the two
sections following it. The content of our decision model for evaluating progr..s,
both extant and proposed, necessarily includes implicit stateaents of what we
believe to be the proper nature and scope of graduate study at UHI. The s-e is
true for the section on suggesting new directions for graduate study at the
university.
Therefore. much of the content of this section is drawn froa our
discussions concerning the decision model and new directions. though the ideas are
stated somewhat aore explicity here.

A.

The Nature and Scope of Graduate Study at UNI
The c011mittee believes that the University of Northern Iowa should reduce
the ~scope of its current graduate offerings and, instead, focus its
resources on a saaller m•ber of select graduate progr.... These progr . .s
should be of extremely high quality and should be funded in such a way
that quality can be maintained over time.
A general

theme of the
graduate progr301s at UNI
breadth and quantity.
It
go wanting for resources
variety of programs, aany

co-ittee's deliberations is that quality of
has been, perhaps unvittingly, sacrificed to
appears to us that potentially strong programs
that currently are distributed -ong- a vide
of which have little chance of bec011ing high-

3
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avowed intent of pursuing ultimately a terminal,
preparation for a teaching/research position.

quality endeavors.
In other words, the committee favors a slimmer
offering of graduate programs, with a few powerful and outstanding
programs being well-funded.
3.
~e

2.

B.

Graduate degrees in areas of applied study that meet identifiable
societal and international needs and for which employment follows
directly from receipt of a degree.
Put more bluntly, a readily
identifiable market exists for the geraduates of these programs.
Masters degrees developed to prepare students for
study, such as the doctoral degree in a given field.

further

as

Job skills improvement.

Thus, we saw people pursuing programs of
following:

Additional Comments

It appears, in many cases, that programs have been developed with
insufficient attention given to the societal need for these programs.
In
addition, programs have been instituted in situations where the resource
base for delivering these programs has been inadequate and where faculty
commitment to the programs has been marginal, at best.
Furthermore, a particularly vexing problem exists in the allocation of
graduate assistantships thoughout the university. Little rationale can be
found for the existing allocation of GA's, and this is a serious prQblem,
which has caused difficulty for strong programs.
n,e C<.aittee sees two broad objectives to be served by graduate study.
One is career preparation or career enhancement.
This aight be labeled
the -vocational" type of program. The second is the discipline-driven (as
opposed to market-driven) program, which aight be called "'tnowl~dge-for
knowledge-sake" (KFKS) prograas.
The ea-ittee sees no contradiction
between the "nature and scope• statements above and the objectives that
follow.
Vocational Programs
Under the broad label of "career preparation/career enhancement,• the Caaaittee
sees seweral sub-objectives that aight be served.
In no particular order of
priority, they are:
1.

Preparation for a different career, e.g., an English undergraduate .ajor
vbo elects to pursue an M.B.A. degree.

2.

Preparation for more advanced study in a field. The coaaittee, of course,
recognizes that this objective can also apply to KFKS prograas.
But, we
largely were thinking here of people obtaining masters degrees with the

Knowledge-For-Knowledge-Sake Programs
It should be noted that, in a world seemingly bent on the pursuit of
vocationalism at all costs, the committee viewed graduate study in a particular
field for no other purpose than self-enhancement as being equally important to
the career-oriented types of programs.
The issue, we believe, is the quality
of a program.

advanced

In general, the Committee considers graduate study at UNI has been harmed
by spreading resources too thin and by a lack of planning. Some programs
have emerged over the years without careful consideration of the costs of
the programs, how the programs might be managed and delivered, resources
available to conduct the programs, and, perhaps more importantly, the
objective(s) to be served by the programs.

A.

degree

recommend that graduate study be focused in the following two areas:
B.

l.

doctoral

c.

this

type fo'r

reasons such as the

1.

To expand knowledge of a field of study.

2.

Pure self-improvement, e.g •• improve communication skills.

3.

Increase in intellectual competency.

Other Objectives
There are, obviously, other objectives to be served by graduate programs that
are not categorized easily under either of the two types of prograas just
discussed.
For example, the creation of a scholarly university ataospbere was
viewed by the committee as one major benefit of vibrant graduate prograas on a
campus.
A second such benefit of graduate programs is the enhancement of the vigor of
undergraduate programs by providing role models in the form of students
striving toward a higher level of academic attainment.
A third benefit is the
improvement of the faculty's own mastery of a field required by dealing with
11.ore demanding, higher-level students.
And yet a fourth such benefit is the
securing of outside funding deriving, in turn, from the faculty •a research
stiaulated by graduate programs. Finally, for some prograau;, the existence of
a graduate program may be critical for recruitaent of high-quality faculty. It
follows, then, that the undergraduate progr811l will be affected if the quality
of new faculty is reduced.
In sum, the Committee sees both career-oriented and KFKS programs as having a
place at UNI. Specific benefits flow to both students in these programs and to
the university as a whole, if, indeed, the prograas are of high quality.
II.

A MODEL FOR ACCEPTANCE OR RETENTION OF PROGRAMS

Much concern vas evident in the Com11.ittee 1 s deliberations over the aethods by
which existing or proposed programs are evaluated.
Hence, the Cocaittee spent a
considerable •ount of time attempting to construct a decision model by which
prograas aight be evaluated for either retention or initial acceptance. The aodel,
vbich is eresented below. contains aany subtleties and nuances not ~ediately
apparent in a reading of the model itself.
These are discussed following a
presentation of the model.

••

,,
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A.

The Model
The Committee generated two classes of criteria for evaluating programs. The
first class is called "absolutes." For any program to be retained or initially
accepted, the program must meet all five of the following ·absolutes (note that
the absolutes are not in any order of importance or priority):
1.

A critical mass of available, qualified students.

2.

A critical mass of qualified faculty, relative to the size of the program.

3.

The ready availability
size of the program.

of

required

resources,

relative to the projected

4.

Evidence of teaching effectiveness.

5.

Commitaent of involved faculty to the program and/or delivery system.

ABSOLUTES ANALYSIS
Programs

A

B

c

D

Critical Mass of Qualified
Students
Required Resources
Available
A Critical Mass of
Qualified Faculty
Evidence of Teaching
Effectiveness
Committment of
Faculty

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes*

Yes?

Yes?*

Yes*

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

?

No?

?

Yes

Absolutes

Any prograat not meeting all five absolutes is a candidate for probation or
phasing out, if it is an existing program. or rejection, if it is a proposed
prograa.

At any given time, compe-tition for resources exists within the university.
Thus, while a number of programs may satisfy the absolutes listed above, that
does not necessarily mean that all such programs should or can be retained or
instituted. Therefore. a second level of evaluation is required.
This second level consists of a set of "desirable" objectives by which programs
can be evaluated and compared.
From a long list of such desirables, the
committee settled on four.
The desirables are listed below in order of
importance.
1.

Scholarly productivity of the faculty,
other evidence of scholarly activity.

as measured by publications and

2.

Attractiveness to qualified students.

3.

Potential for employment of graduates.

4.

Attractiveness to culturally diverse, under-represented students.

Next, weights were assigned to the desirables, indicating the relative
i.aportance of the desirables to one another. For example, in the -trix below,
labeled "Desirables Analysis, • scholarly productivity received · 20 percent.
This indicates that the co. . itt:e" believes scholarly productivity of the
faculty is twice as important as pot:.,nt:ial for eaplny•ent: in evaluating the
acceptability of progr•s.
I f this weighting procedure seeas confusing, it
should clarify itself as examples of programs are studied.
As a test, four existing programs were evaluated using the model.

presented here in code, using the upper-case letters A, II, C, D.
progr~s were evaluated using the absolutes.

They are
First, the

The past allocation of graduate assistants among the various programs is
questionable.
If there is a logic to the allocation, it is not discernible to the
committee. A shortage of GA's is a serious problem for several strong programs on
the campus, and the asterisks following the required-resources absolute indicate
that the program, while appearing to have adequate resources otherwise, is
understaffed in terms of GA's.
Future allocations of GA's should be used to
strengthen the type of programs recommended in the "focus and scope• section (Part
I.A) of this report.
In· some cases, the committee simply did not have enough information available
to it.
A qualified answer vas given in those instances, which is indicated by a
question mark.
It is presumed, however, that this information can be obtained in
the process of a serious evaluation of a given prograa.
The results
evaluated is. on
out:.
A second
criteria without

of the absolute analysis are interesting.
One of the prograas
the basis of the evaluation, a candidate for probation or phasing
is questionable.
The remaining two seem to aeet: the absolute
serious diffic~lties.

For purposes of •odel t -esting, however, it was assumed that all progras passed
the absolute analysis, just to see how well each would fare in the desirables stage
of analysis.
It should be emphasized, though, that in a real evaluation any
program not meeting the absolutes would be dropped from further consideration (but
see the cautions and comments section below).
The four progralllS were next analyzed in terms of the desirables.
Technical
aspects of the analysis are given following the matrix presentation of the
analysis.
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DESIRABLES ANALYSIS
Desirables

Scholarly
PlX>ductivity

Attractiveness
To Qualified
Students

(40\)

(25\)

Potential
For
Employment
(20\)

Attractiveness
To CUlturally Diverse/
Under-represented
students

Total
Scores
se-s to us that the knowledge gained about a particular prograa through the
process of analysis should be enough for the rendering of an intelligent
verdict concerning the program's acceptability, and undue attention to the
final n~bers aay be unwarranted.
B.

Cautions and Com.ents

(15\)
After testing the model and observing the kind of information required to meet
the demands of the model, the committee felt rather comfortable with what the
model produced.
The model clearly rejected one program, reinforced the
retention of at least two others, and called into question the viability of a
third.

Programs:
A

.3/.12

. 5/.125

.8/.16

B

.7/.28

.7/.175

.8/.16

.9/.134

.75

c

.9/.36

.5/.125

.8/.16

.7/.105

.75

D

.9/.36

.9/.225

.2/.04

.4/.06

.685

0/0

.405

Still, we must offer caution and comment concerning the •odel•s use. first, we
expect the model will be refined by further discussion and use.
Operational
definitions of all criteria, both absolutes and desirables, need to be
generated by a respresent:at:ive group from around the campus. Second, users of
the model should be aware that probability judgments implicitly are present in
aany of the answers given.
For example, if a prograa does not currently aeet
the absolutes, what is the likelihood that it can be brought up to standard
within a reasonable probationary time of, for example, three yearst

The scores in the cells of the matrix should be interpreted as follows.
For
exa~~ple, along a Q-10 scale, program A vas assigned a 3 on the objective of
scholarly productivity.
And, this objective accounts for 40% of the total

objectives cet, in terms of its

The DOdel, as it: exists, easily can be computerized using any of the standard
spreadsheet software currently available. This has the advantage that a range
of scoring judpents can be inserted to test the sensitivity of the aodel to
changes in judgaents.

i~ortance.

Therefore, progra A satisfies the scholarly productivity objective to the
extent of 30 percent (3 out of a possible 10). Since scholarly productivity is
worth 40 percl!nt, progr• A satisfies 30 percent of an objective worth 40
percemt: and ri!CI!ives a score on this objective of .12 (30% of 40% = .3 x .4 =
.12). ThMe scores are shown as .3/ .12, where the slash .ark is used only to
separate scores and does not iaply a ratio.

Further•ore. because of the "potential for employaent• criterion in the
desirables section of the model, KFKS programs aay well suffer by comparison
with aore vocationally-oriented progr . .s.
Because the employment criterion
~counts for only 20 percent of the objective set, however. ve do not believe
auch a bias will present a serious problea.
If it does, a second aodel aight
be developed to deal only vith KFKS programs.

AD absolutely perfect prograa, one that .eets fully all of the objectives (and
one that probably does not exist), would score 10 on l!ach objective aod, hence,
would ri!CI!ive a total score of 100.
Progr• A, it: can be seen, rl!ceives a
total scor" of .405, .eaning it satisfies only about 40 percent of the ideal.
S~larly, progr•s B, C, and D receive total scores of .75,
.75, and .65,
reapi!Ct:iYely.

Again, ve aust emphasize that the purpose of the aodel developed is not a
..tter of number crunching.
Rather, it is to force the eaergence of the kind
of di•cussion and data needed for intelligent decision asking concerning the
future of existing and proposed graduate prograas on the UHI caapu•. Even if
our absoluti!S and desirables subsequently are changed or replaced completely.
we nonetheless believe that a formal approach siailar to the one we have
presented is necessary for such decision aaking.

Are t:bMe scores high or low? That cannot be ansvered directly. R-ber, the
idea here is to judge t:be IM!rit:s of progra.s relative to one another.
It is
conceivable, he-ever, that considerable deliberation by a respresent:at:ive study
group could generate a "target score" indicating a threshold below which no
progr. . would be either retained or accepted, as the case . .y be.
For exa.ple, it aight: be decided that 65 percent is t:be threshold, and an
exceptionally strong case on grounds lying outside of the .oclel would hne to
be . .de for auy progr. . not aeeting this standard. Additionally, r - b e r that
progr• A vould not even hne . .de it to thia stage of the analysis under
ordinary uae, since it failed to pass the absolutes atage of tbe analysis.
The purpose of the decision .oclel presented, as with all .odels, is to ensure
that the right questions are asked about any existing or proposed progra. . and
that 10:aming takes place.
Such for. . l processes, acting as Socratic devices,
usually ferret out both strengths and weaknesses in alternatives.
Thus, it

Finally, ve assume this aodel will be used by . . . rt people capable of asking
vise judgiM!nts and obtaining the proper data as needed. Without that, no aodel
vill work and things will remain in their current state.
III.
A.

THE SEARQI FOR DISTINCTIVE PRCGRAMS

Tvo Types of Distinctiveness
Distinctiveness can be attained in at least two ways. Firat, a prograa can be
ident:ifal in structure and content to other progra... yet it can be distinctive
by siaply being superior in such matters as execution, the placeaent of
graduates, and the success of graduates.
This approach should not be

II
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overlooked in seeking distinctiveness.

Given limited resources at any time,

such distinctiveness will emerge only by liaiting the scope of graduate
programs at UNI and focusing attention on a relatively few selected programs.
A second approach to distinctiveness is the development of programs that are
somehow different from existing courses of study elsewhere. The Committee has
prepared the following list that. while not exhaustive or necessarily creative.
provides examples of this type of distinctiveness.

11.

Additional Ideas
The Committee discussed several other possibilities that do not qualify as
programs but which have potential for attracting graduate students to the
university.
1.

Four GA's allocated to the School of Music for the establishment of a
string quartet. The School receives many requests for a string quartet
to appear at various functions, and this task can be carried out by the

B.

GA's.

Sample Programs
1..

A Master of Arts in Teaching program that serves as an umbrella for the
training of master teachers in diverse fields. The typical student in this

program will have a strong. substantive undergraduate degree.
is designed as a career-oriented program for people,

2.

This program

as an example, who

3.

Identify those students who. while promising. are not yet ready for
entrance into doctoral programs directly from undergraduate programs.
These students will obtain M.A. degrees from UNI and can then proceed
to doctoral programs.
The committee believes such an effort might be
especially fruitful in the area of minority recruitment.

4.

Explore the possibility of on-site graduate programs in industry.

5.

A full-time recruiter for graduate programs located in the admissions
office.

desire to be heads of academic departments in high schools.
2.

A masters degree that meets licensing requirements and societal needs for
students from Latin American countries.
Such a degree can be offered in
many substantive fields.

3.

A masters degree in foreign language education.
under the HAT discussed in #1 above.

This program could fall

in mathematics education and science education that are
structured as emphases within the existing Ed.D. prograa.

4.

Doctorates

5.

A masters degree in TESOL (teaching English as a second language).

6.

A masters degree in human services management. This would train people who
desire to work in areas such as homes for troubled adolescents. Good Will
Industries. and exceptional persons programs.

7.

A masters degree in arts management.

B.

A masters degree in environmental management. The Committee is unsure of
exactly what this degree might look like, but with the increased attention
being given to environmental protection. envirotWlental enhancement. and
recreation. it seeas to be an area worthy of exploration.
Such a degree
might call upon ezpe rtise in business. recreation. and the natural
sciences.

9.

Seek the establishment of graduate fellowships from John Deere and
other corporations for study in any field.

Another area that appears to be developing is in the realm of technology
transfer. Whether or not a degree prograa is appropriate here is a matter
for further exploration.

A commitment to the generation of creative ideas for graduate study - s t
exist at all levels of the university.. A structure should be established
that permits the exploration of pro•ising ideas for graduate study
regardless of at what level in the university these ideas originate.
Modest funding may be required for such exploration.
IV.

Summary

The Committee finds graduate study at UNI in need of greater focus.
The
cc.aittee rec....,nds a much leaner graduate program with special emphasis being
given to a number of select programs that prepare students either for i..mediate
eaployaent or for direct entry into doctoral programs.
The Committee believes a formal decision making apparatus should be employed to
evaluate existing and proposed programs. A suggested model was presented, with the
presllllption that this model will be further refined by a representative campus
group.
TWo types of distinctiveness were presented. One type flows from simply being
the best at doing what others also are doing. The second type focuses on programs
that are not in existence but that appear promising for consideration.

10.

Special tracks in substantive masters programs designed to prepare people
for community college teaching.
For exa•ple, such a track •ight be
developed in the existing MBA program for students who wish to teach at the
community college level. An added benefit here is the establishment of a
conduit with cooaiiiUnity colleges based on UNI graduates who teach at these
institutions.
A further advantage is that such programs meet the
in~reasing demand for linkages among the various higher education
institutions in Iowa.

~
Robert J. Waller

